
Spoken Language

CHAT



Spoken discourse- Chat

• Until recently everyday conversation was ignored as a form of  language to be 

studied. Development of  electronics has made gathering these conversations 

easier and worth studying. 

• There is a growing interest in the analysis of  ‘ordinary language’ use. 

• This is because they’re far more complex than our original perceptions of  

‘chatting’ 



Main influences on chatting:
• Physical setting: this is a factor that decides the type of  talking you use? For example. Are 

there places where casual conversations seems inappropriate? 

• How much does the purpose of  talk affect the way interactions work? For example- does 

‘gossip’ have a different ‘shape’ from a teacher-student interaction

• How much do your spoken interactions vary according to (mode) medium? For example, 

how does a face-to face conversation with a friend compare to a facebook chat with them 

compare

• How does the relationship (audience) between participants affect the nature of  talk? 



Origin

• The origin of  the word ‘conversation’ is the Latin conservari ‘keep company 

with’ How much is this still in the heart of  what we consider conversation?

• - in terms of  facebook chat?

• -in terms of  running into your friends in the school yard?

• In sms?

• In your d and m?



Features of  spoken discourse: 

• Non Fluency Features:
• When we speak we have to make up what we’re going to say as we go (spontaneous!) We 

usually have very little time to think about what we’re going to say next. We also have to 
monitor what we are saying whilst we are saying it. Because of  this:

• -Hesitations (… um) 

• False starts (hey so.. I mean) 

• Fillers (ummmm, ahh) 

• Are features of  ordinary speech. 



Ellipsis 

• All communication is usually face to face and so makes greater use of  
context than writing can. Speakers don’t usually need to say everything. 

• a. The omission of a word or phrase necessary for a complete syntacti
cal construction but not necessary for understanding.

• If  meanings get confusing speakers can always backtrack. Also as 
conversation progresses speakers often refer back to earlier topics without 
repeating them. (anaphoric reference) 

• e.g.He will help, and she will (help), too.



Repetition 

• This can be seen as a non fluency feature- when it’s purpose is simply to play 

for time but repetition can also signal emphasis or uncertainty. 

• ARE YOU REALLY? ARE YOU?

• Umm. You know how .. You know how 



Paralinguistic Cues

• Body language 

• Facial expression, body language and gestures give each participant 

information about how to respond and/or continue to speak. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TAGtY1SsfU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TAGtY1SsfU


Prosody
• In linguistics prosody comes from the word “ song sung to music; tone or accent 

of  a syllable") is the rhythm, stress and intonation of  speech. Prosody may reflect 
various features of  the speaker or the utterance: the emotional state of  the speaker; 
the form of  the utterance (statement, question, or command); the presence of irony 
or sarcasm emphasis, contrast and focus or other elements of  language that may not 
be encoded by grammar or by choice of vocabulary. 

• Rising or falling terminals. Indicate whether the speaker is stopping or 
continuing. 

• Stress gives emphasis to indicate a speaker thinks something is important 

• The utterance may be fast or slow, loud or soft-

• Pauses may have significance 



Adjacency pairs
• Friends, even strangers will greet each other for the first time in a day by day setting

• ‘Hey man how’s it going’ 

• To which the other person replies

• ‘good man, what about you’

• At the close of  the conversation one participant may end the conversation by saying

• ‘sorry, I better get going”

• “really?’

• “Sorry! Yes”

• These are adjacency pairs- where one question triggers another habitual response. 

• Can you think of  another example of  habitual sayings?



Discourse Particles 

• In linguistics, a discourse particle is a lexeme or particle that adds no direct 
semantic meaning in the context of  a sentence, having rather a practicle function: it 
indicates the speaker's attitude, or helps structure their interactions with other 
participants in a conversation. Discourse particles are primarily a feature of  spoken 
language if  they are in written language they indicate an informal tone. Words and 
phrases such as well, anyway, so yeah, sort of, yeah-no

• These are used to communicate information such as focus, change or topic, 
personal attitudes and opinions.

• This is a good way of  expressing social identity and relationships

• They are tend to have varying functions. 



Discourse Particles cont. 
• Well and anyway- shows focus- introduces a change of  topic

• So, so yeah- signals the end and subsequent change of  topic

• Sort of, a bit like- Expresses approximation ‘it’s kind of  a blue colour’

• These are ALSO called hedging expressions. This can reduce the force of  an 
utterance, minimise distance between participants or soften an authoritative tone. 

• Hedging expressions are discourse particles which make the sentence it is used in, 
appear more
'friendly' or 'casual' or even more polite:

• "Do you want to go to the mall?" 

• as opposed to "Do you, like, want to go to the mall?"
The latter sounds much more friendly and less-imposing due to the hedging 
expression: 'Like'



LIKE~

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDLxNnQQiwU

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-11426737

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDLxNnQQiwU
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-11426737


Like 
• Despite such prevalence in modern-day spoken English, these colloquial 

usages of like rarely appear in writing (unless the writer is deliberately 
trying to replicate colloquial dialogue) and they have long been 
stigmatized in formal speech or in high cultural or high social settings. 

• Furthermore, this use of like seems to appear most commonly, in 
particular, among natively English-speaking children and adolescents, 
while less so, or not at all, among middle-aged or elderly adults. One 
suggested explanation for this phenomenon is the argument that younger 
English speakers are still developing their linguistic competence, 
and, metalinguistically wishing to express ideas without sounding too 
confident, certain, or assertive, use like to fulfill this purpose.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_culture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_society_(group)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolescent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistic_competence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metalinguistic


Strategies in spoken discourse 

• Turn taking:

• A unit of  talk by one speaker in a conversation- it is the practise of  

alternating turns from one person to another

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_TDtmEYKko

• Participants signal and end to their term with a falling pitch, a rising pitch. 

Overlapping may sometimes but used to take the floor but is not always 

acceptable. Sometimes a long pause can be a good indicator. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_TDtmEYKko


Holding the floor 
• Being the participant having the attention (you are talking)

• This can be done by rapid speaking and loud volume, the use of  discourse 

particles or fillers



Minimal responses

• Giving the speaker feedback with short phrases (mmm,yeah…I guess so), 

repetition, completing the speakers utterance and using facial expressions 

and gestures. 

• This is a sign of  support for the speaker, but can also be used to attempt to 

take the floor. 


